Heart Rate Variability (HRV) indicates the variation of heart rate about its mean value. HRV has been found to be influenced by various physiological phenomena and also by various pathologies. In this paper the influence of Thyroid on HRV data has been investigated. For the purpose of investigation the Spectral Entropy (SpEn) values of six Thyroid and ten healthy subjects of 23 years -30 years age group, having eight male and 8 female were estimated.
From the results it is observed that average SpEn values of Healthy subjects is 2.1 and thyroid subjects average SpEn is 0.45. From the results it is concluded that SpEn of Thyroid subjects is 33% of healthy subjects, which is significantly lower than that of Healthy subjects and SpEn values of males is little higher than that of females. Further it may be interpreted as HRV has been influenced by thyroid. This influence of thyroid on HRV may be attributed due to the Autonomous Nervous System (ANS) dysfunction. The SpEn may be useful for the noninvasive detection of Thyroid.
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